Introduction.
In a recent note [l] we obtained the Poisson integral representation of every function u(x, y) which is positive and harmonic in a strip, -1 <y < 1. We here make use of this result to characterize those Fourier cosine transforms J o cos(* + iy)t <j>(t) it whose real parts are positive and integrable on -oo <x< oo for each y in -\<y < 1. The characterizing condition on <£(i) is that <f>(t) cosh / (defined for t <0 so as to be even) should be real and positive definite. 
Here U(t) is zero for t <0 and unity for i>0, so that the integrator function in (2) is increasing and bounded. Thus e_|r| cosh r is positive definite in confirmation of the theory. Equation (1) can be checked directly or will follow from Corollary 2 below.
An analogous result for the sine-transform is also obtained. J «(*, y) dx < «>, -1 < y < 1 the representations (4) and (6) are identical. Since every term of (4) is nonnegative it is clear that the above inequality cannot hold unless A = B = 0. From (3) we see that J Q{x,y)dx = -j-, -Ky<l.
Hence by Fubini's theorem (7) can then hold if and only if the nondecreasing functions a and ß are also bounded. Then (7) takes the explicit form u(x, y) dx =-I da(t) +-I dß(t) < °°.
-00 2 «/_» 2 «/-oo Now substituting (5) in (4) we obtain
sinh 2r
In view of the boundedness of a and ß we may again apply Fubini's theorem to invert the order of integration, obtaining (6) with «W =7-( <ritTda(t), Kr)=-f <r«'dß{t). I u(x, y)dx = t<¡>(0), -1 < y < 1.
•^-00
Write equation (10) where «iW=-f e-^daif).
¿IT J _oo
Now apply equation (7) with a=ß:
/OO *» 00 u{x,y) dx = I da(t) = 2irgi(0) = ir<*>(0).
-00 «'-OO
In the example of §1, <j>(0) = 1, so that equation (1) is established. (13) =-I ---da(r).
2 J_oo cosh(ac -r)w + cos 7ry
From (13) we may now verify Conditions A and B; from (12), Condition C.
Conversely, from (9) with c = l, we have for 0<y<l
("" sinh(l -y)r i"° sinhyr (14) «(*,y)= e<"-. , g(r) dr + e™-^-h(r)dr,
•/_oo sinh r «/_", sinh r where g and h are positive definite. Assuming u(x, y) odd in y, we see that u(x, 0)=0 (A and C). We now show that the first of the integrals (14) is identically zero. From (13) Here <f>(t) = 1/sinh /, and the function 1 is real and positive definite.
5. Positive integrable harmonic functions in a half plane. In [4] we showed that u(x, y) is harmonic, ^0 and integrable in x (-» <x < 00 ) for 0 <y < «> if and only if we see at once that g(r) = *(r), h(r) = r*"#Cr), so that g is independent of c, and A is an exponential multiple of g. As one would expect the first integral (9) tends to the integral (15) as c-»+ », the second approaches zero.
